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Abstract. E-learning is an important role in this knowledge era. Learning Management System (LMS) is a tool which is used as a platform to implement e-learning process. It provides an efficient and effective ways to store, manage, share its academic resources and knowledge and supplement their traditional way of teaching. The implementation of LMS has become a requirement at universities as it is enhancing the teaching and learning environment. The students’ viewpoints, lecturers’ performance, characteristics of LMS and support of university that play a significant role in determining e-learning implementation. In conclusion, universities should use LMS by improving learners’ viewpoints, must confirm that the lecturers are using the LMS in their teaching and learning activities and they are capable to use it, must point out the importance of LMS on learning environment and provide good service for effective LMS implementation in university learning environment.
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1. Introduction

The use of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) could be an energetic requirement for the expansion of a knowledge-based economy, to increase human resources specifically for third world countries. Thanks to the larger use of information and communications technologies, higher education institutions are continuing typical modifications. The results of this typical modifications within the use and implementation of e-learning, that has arisen as an overbearing tool to share knowledge with the academics as well as commercial sectors.

As Managing Intellectual Capital via E-Learning at Cisco, E-learning is the process of using Web-based communication, collaboration, learning, information transfer, and training so as to acquire by learners and businesses. E-learning is controlled to become an important module of data propagation, and develops as the new standard of recent education system meantime it’s benefits such as increased efficiency and cost saving, transparency, measurability, flexibility, accessibility consistency and upgraded student performance. As per to [1], all strategies of web-based learning still succeed across all phases of university education and are increasing constantly.

Some higher education institutions are consuming e-learning systems to support for their traditional ways of teaching (blended learning), meanwhile others consume it as a supportive tool for distance learning (pure exclusive e-learning). So as to [2], blended learning environment is a combined instructional way of direct or face-to-face manner with the support of online learning, either synchronously or asynchronously. And again in 2010, [3] outlined blended learning as a mixture of online-learning and usual classroom face-to-
face learning environments. As oppose to blended learning environment, in distance learning, e-learning are often used to maintain a pure virtual learning system with all course works are done completely in an online manner.

Furthermore, the improvement of e-learning systems is fairly a challenge for government and government universities and industry. According to EIT artousis, education success doesn't swear solely on technology, however it relies on careful strategy implementation and planning for the implementation should be closely inspected and the implementation between users is very important concern. As per to [4], both IS professionals and researchers bear plentiful difficulties in theoretical and methodological concepts. Most of the initiative higher education institutions of e-learning in third world countries haven't been successful [5][6][7]. Most of those higher education institutions only know that why several first movers of the system stop their eLearning system when their initial involvement [8]. As a significance of these problems, the theory formulation and principles associate with e-learning triumph to guide to attain an efficient system is become as a condition. additionally, as per to request to evaluate the IS increase by means of e-learning application, similarly the need for the investment on e-learning increase. however, before investment in on an e-learning system, there's an essential requirement to assess the success of the systems.

2. Background of the Study

According to the increasing convention of the Internet, many scholars have inspired to develop web technologies and web-based applications. The character of e-learning and information technologies in educational institutions endures to increase in scope and concentration. each public higher education institutions got the opportunity to create the use of Internet as a backbone communication medium with the learners thanks to the rapid development of ICT infrastructures. to substantiate that the university education programs delivered via technology are in an acceptable manner, it's important and the best way to assess the e-learning systems followed by them. In case of Sri Lankan, the Sri Lankan government also found the important of latest technologies as a tool to do changes and modernization in education system. Because of that, by introducing the Higher Education for Twenty first Century (HETC) project, the government provide highest significance for practical and technology base education system in universities. Consequently, it has allocated lump sum on money to acquire and improve technology infrastructures at university and school level too in Sri Lanka. Therefore, in terms of research study, subsequently the e-learning system is growing effectively, it's become as one of the foremost practically and in theoretically vital.

2.1. The LMS Implementation on Teaching and Learning

As contrast to traditional learning method, 24*7 availability at any place for education in e-learning system is the advantage of e-learning. This kind of educational method provide new ways for implementing educational inventions for students for their active participation, independent, self-reflected and collaborative participation in learning environment. Furthermore, it provides easy way for teachers for managing online courses such like course content development, add, update, customize, and reuse those learning objects for future needs.
As [9], e-learning system is the powerful software system development and is the important of the innovation of web-based technology, to develop education in different environments. Meanwhile, [10] summarized the cost-effectiveness, consistency, timely content, flexible accessibility and customer value are the other paybacks of e-learning. Moreover, students got a gateway for network with others, control their own learning, development of critical thinking skills, and a sense of community with other learners by using e-learning. According to [9], even though e-learning has several paybacks, high cost for the introduction of e-learning system, anticipating new skills from contend producers and anticipating high responsibility and self-discipline from learners are some drawbacks of it. Most of the implementation process for e-learning is still step forward without proper knowledge of how learning theories can be adopted to the educational requirement [11]. Therefore, the students might be hesitated to change to e-learning. Similarly, institutions also can improve the threats associated with e-learning introduction by using it with traditional classroom teaching as an additional tool, or in other words, forming a blended learning environment. According to the statement of [3], bended learning is the recent fashion in higher education, and students also actively participating on it to collaborative learning and interaction with teachers and classmates. Furthermore, e-learning create a platform for deliver the lecture materials and track the students’ movement.

2.2. Determinants of LMS Implementation

Each and every person is theme to his or her personal trusts and to the surroundings he committed with. Technology Acceptance Model addresses that observed effectiveness and perceived comfort of use encouragement the users’ intent to use information technology whichever directly or intervening via attitude towards the behavior, lead to real usage of the system. DOI composed that further individual beliefs of the innovation characteristics, additional factors such as characteristics of individual, organizations and external characteristics are also dominant in modeling once behavior connected with individual implementation behavior.

Numerous authors have recognized determinant factors for e-learning implementation and utilization. According to [12], has concluded that e-learning determinant factors were summarized on students’ point of view as instructor characteristics, student characteristics, technology infrastructure and university support. And according to [13], he has tested 512 learners’ opinion on determinant factors are lead to the LMS implementation are: learner characteristics, instructor characteristics, LMS characteristics, classmates’ characteristics, course characteristics, and organization characteristics.

There are several studies which have examined the success of information technology in point of education from the learners’ viewpoint. Some of are [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29] and [30]. However, all of these studies were not related the scope of implementation of LMS tools with their consistent determinants using quantitative approach. More than this, some studies such as [16], [31], [32] have been written on LMS for developed counties. Similarly, very few is available of factors that determining Sri Lankan implementation patterns of LMS from students’ viewpoints. In contradiction of this background, it is important to measure the determining factors for effective implementation of LMS in teaching and learning from students’ viewpoints.
2.3 Concept of the Study

There is a common belief that e-learning environments is having several learning benefits and can its upgrading students’ and educators’ skills. The implementation of an e-learning platform such as Blackboard, WebCT, Moodle or Sakai, Angel, Desire2Learn etc., is the most familiar tactic to the implementation of e-learning at universities. This tactic is called as Content or Course Management Systems (CMS) or Virtual Learning Environments [28]. E-learning is an integrated platform or Web-based technology. Which is used to plan, implement, and assess a specific learning activity. In spirit e-learning is a collection of software tools, which is usually organized around a class or unit of instruction. The collection contains several tools, among that most of the tools needed by the faculty members to teach a class. These are software to arrange and lecture content, interconnect, evaluate the students’ performance, record and report rankings, and manage lecture material and activities. The integration of a collection of teaching technologies into a strong set of technological tools is a key goal of learning management software, which make it cool for lecturers to use technology in teaching. E-learning have become conceivably the most commonly used educational technologies within universities, after only the common office software and Internet [28]. Some researchers also recommended that higher education has never seen any modernization result in such speedy and common use as the e-learning [33].

E-learning propose changing opportunities and evolving new innovative ideas in education as same as assisting adjustability for organizations. E-learning use has become a prerequisite at government universities. Sri Lankan government universities has established their own e-learning portal for the use of their own students. E-learning portal has tools with it for students’ communication and collaboration among the class mates and lecturers as well. E-learning platform is providing some specific features for lecturers which are very useful for them to issue the learning materials, interactivity structures such as thread chats, sharing files and forums. And it also providing some features which are supporting for management activities such as distribution and following, inspection, preparation, virtual live classes and several statistical analyses. This one is taking very less time and effort the same teaching process.

In spite of this probability to increase learning by the way of consuming an e-learning platform for the distribution of e-learning, frequently underutilized structures and functionalities that have been constructed into this system [34]. Consumption of e-learning facilities rate of the Students’ is still very low [20]. Basically e-learning platform is used to communicate information to learner. Rather than encouraging the application among the students’ the actual risk or key challenges are support and enable effective implementation that is likely to have significant influence on student learning side. So, universities have the responsibility to find out the factors that influence the students’ and instructors’ implementation of online learning environment.

This study is closely looking at the e-learning tools, determinants of e-learning implementation, assessing the results and providing set of commendations with the effort to improve the e-learning implementation into T&L activities in order to confirm the achievement and appreciate the benefits of e-learning.

3. Background of LMS

E-learning can be defined as an online method used for education purpose to share information and collaborate electronically [17]. E-learning system is referred as a special software
application which is specially process with the help of internet as a medium to backing education and the learning activities [35][36].

From the time when late 1990s, in higher education sector, the consumption of e-learning platform for web-based teaching has gradually increased. E-Learning is used for distant learners by delivering electronic learning materials and it was consider as a new vehicle that would prime education to new learning methods [34].

3.1. E-learning Implementation

The e-learning is a combination of different information technology tools used by the government universities to boost their online involvement. It can be used as a main communication media to conduct online courses or it can be used to improve traditional courses. It is developed with course management software and some other collaborative applications. Information Technology used to support, maintains, and develops these software as platforms. For the effective implementation of this e-learning initiatives, instructional support and training is need to be provided.

3.2. LMS Implementation

The LMS is a combination of different information technology tools used by the government universities to boost their online involvement. It can be used as a main communication media to conduct online courses or it can be used to improve traditional courses. It is developed with course management software and some other collaborative applications. Information Technology used to support, maintains, and develops these software as platforms. For the effective implementation of this LMS, instructional support and training is need to be provided.

3.2.1. Prior Studies on LMS Implementation

In 2012,[13] used 512 students to examine the LMS implementation related learners’ viewpoint on determinant factors are summarized as: characteristics of learner (computer anxiety, technology experience, self-efficacy, and personal innovativeness), characteristics of instructor (approach, teaching style, control, and responsiveness), characteristics of LMS (system quality, information quality, and service quality), characteristics of classmates (approach and interaction), characteristics of the course (quality and flexibility), and characteristics of the organization (management support and training).

And in 2012, [37] studied determinant factors that affect the use of LMS in Saudi Arabian higher education: Their study revealed clear understanding regarding the internal and external variables or determinant factors that impact the use of LMS in teaching and learning environment. The internal variables contain of the approach of faculty members on using LMS, their e-learning beliefs, and their proficiency level in using LMS. The external variables contain barriers faced by the faculty members and demographic factors in implementing LMS. Furthermore, three demographic factors are established as determinant factors that may impact the LMS utilization, which are gender, experience in using computer as well as training and attending workshops. The theoretical framework for studying the determinant factors influencing the LMS utilization is develop from the Reasone Action Theory produced by [38] and Technology Acceptance Model.
In 2011, [15] examined the suitability of 52 items in order to measure the success of Blackboard course management system with for confirming the Blackboard CMS success scale in an educational background. The survey was conducted among 503 students of the University of Botswana to ensure the Blackboard course management system success scale. Hypothetically, his survey contributes considerably to identify the educational oriented factors such as teaching and learning quality, students’ self-regulated learning and that may support to Blackboard CMS by revising the factors initiated and revised by [39]. As the conclusion, the study revealed that content quality, system quality, support service quality, teaching and learning quality, self-regulated learning, intention to use, user satisfaction, and net benefits are important scopes for evaluating the success Blackboard CMS. If any one of the tertiary education institution implementing e-learning finds itself without concerning any of these scopes or factors, then it may do a more detailed analysis and take necessary corrective actions.

In 2011, [19] examined the factors influencing perceived usefulness of wikis for group collaborative learning by first year students. On this study he found that usefulness of wiki was influenced by the prior expertise with wikis among students, with their apparent convenience with wikis being strongly influenced by their instructors’ approach focusing the technology, and the ease of access to the wikis. The complete approach of students’ focus wikis was basically influenced by the how much they depend on wikis as a helping tool with their assignment work, and their purpose to use wikis in the future was driven by their awareness of wiki’s usefulness.

In 2010, [20] studied the influencing factors on students’ use of an e-learning Portal from students’ viewpoints. 215 science students from five different classes were enrolled in a basic Calculus course. Their survey found out the influencing factors on students who experiencing e-learning in teaching and learning at the University. They observed five factors which are the students’ technology competencies, the role of lecturers, access to e-learning and approach towards the usage of e-learning. Outcomes exposed that the highest mean denotes to students’ technology competencies, then the design of e-learning platform, approach toward the usage of e-learning platform, the role of lecturers and at last access to the portal.

In 2009, [4] piloted a study, on which he attained substantial improvement to emerging a common mechanism Hexagonal E-Learning Assessment Model (HELAM) for evaluating the satisfaction attained by the student with e-learning systems. 6 different categories that determining the factors that influencing e-Learners’ satisfaction by using this proposed HELAM model which are Technical Issues: System Quality, Technical Issues: Service Quality, Technical Issues: Content Quality, Social Issues: Learner Perspective, Social Issues: Instructor Approach, and Supporting Issues. There are 45 determinant factors under these 6 different categories to evaluate e-learning efficiency. These 45 determinant factors are quantified by survey question. By aggregating the sum of all of these 45 determinant factors, the complete success of e-learning can be assessed.

In 2009, [22] surveyed the influence of learner characteristics and LMS characteristics on LMS use. On this survey he put forward a complete observation on the determinant factors that impact the learners’ recognition of LMS and thus their use of it. All these determinant factors are associated to the major elements of e-learning: the learner, the instructor, the course, the classmates, the organization, and the technology.

In 2008, [24] studied how the learners’ characteristics influencing on learners’ perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness of Virtual Learning Environment (VLE). The information for this survey was collected from 45 Chinese participants on an Executive MBA program. The outcome of this survey specify that perceived usefulness has a direct effect on VLE use. Personal norms and perceived ease of use have indirect effect on perceived usefulness. Personal innovativeness and computer anxiety have only direct impact on
perceived ease of use. The program managers who are the implications in education should not only worry themselves with simple system design but also obviously state individual differences between VLE users.

In 2000, [29] studies the impact of instructor characteristics on learners’ satisfaction with LMS. The survey studied technological and pedagogical effect and student characteristics on Internet based MBA courses learning. Among these characteristics, he has concluded that instructors’ efforts to create a collaborative classroom environment were considerably related with student learning. Other characteristics were not considerably connected with student learning. These outcomes propose that teaching expertise may be the principal standard and for some extend, technological sophistication may be essential, for teaching success in the online classroom environment. Consequently, instructors may need to devote more time on evolving and promoting instructional skills such as developing interesting discussion questions, simultaneously working with several smaller groups of students, and fostering intimacy. To support for this deployment, universities need to make significant ground level investments to make sure that the course offering in online are educationally and technologically beneficial for students’ learning. For any information system, the success of the e-learning implementation can be evaluated in terms of usage, acceptance, user and satisfaction. Evaluating the user acceptance and satisfactions are the prime marketing components for managing e-learning initiatives [10].

4. Conclusion

This attempt to provide a discussion relevant to LMS implementation higher education institutions. According the studies, students’ viewpoints, lecturers’ performance, characteristics of e-learning tool, and organizational characteristics were the determinants to e-learning implementation. Results of this study have given into the body of knowledge from theoretical and practical perspective. From theoretical side, it has provided experiential framework separately from confirming infamous theories and models such as TAM, DOI, ISSM, and ESM. From practical side, the tool can be used to measure students’ viewpoints, lecturers’ performance, characteristics of e-learning tool, and organizational characteristics in an e-learning implementing higher educational environment. This study could be more extent to find the key factors of successful e-learning concept in higher education institutions.
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